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Stonemaier Games presents

D E S I G N E D  B Y  J A M E Y  S T E G M A I E R  A N D  K A I  S T A R C K
A R T  A N D  W O R L D B U I L D I N G  B Y  J A K U B  R O Z A L S K I

3 D  M O D E L I N G  B Y  M Ä R C H E N  A T E L I E R

BACKSTORY
Mankind has long been confined to travel by land and sea, 
but a new technology has emerged from the greatest minds in 
Eastern Europa: airships. These steam-driven behemoths sail 
freely across the sky, aiding their empire’s expansion through 
innovation and confrontation.

As the years pass, the world has come to understand that no 
single faction will rise above the rest for any span of time. In 
the hopes of decreasing the conflict and increasing the peace, 
leaders of Europa begin to gather each year to declare a new way 
for the factions to resolve their differences.

This expansion to Scythe adds 2 new modules that can be played 
together or separately at any player count and with either the 
base game or other Scythe expansions. These modules offer 
more strategic options without requiring players to use them. 
We recommend that new players try the core game of Scythe 
before incorporating this expansion.

THE WIND GAMBIT
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COMPONENTS

1 rulebook 

 1 Automa rulebook

 1 achievement sheet

 1 box

 8 resolution tiles

 16 airship tiles

7 airship miniatures 
7 clear plastic stands 
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AIRSHIP MODULE
An airship is a new type of unit that is distinctly different 
from characters, mechs, and workers. Unlike those units, 
airships never control territories. Airships are moved via 
a Move action, and rivers and lakes do not constrain their 
movement. Each game, all airships have two randomly 
combined abilities that are the same for all players.

SETUP
1.  Each player claims the airship in their faction’s color 

and places it on their home base.

2.  Shuffle the 2 types of airship tiles separately (they have 
different backs). Reveal 1 aggressive tile (red) and 1 
passive (green). Place the selected tiles on the board 
next to the encounter deck. All players’ airships have a 
combination of both abilities at all times.

TERRITORIAL CONTROL
Airships never control territories, thus they can fly 
freely onto any territory (even territories controlled by 
opponents).

SPENDING RESOURCES: Airships cannot control territories. So 
unless you control a territory some other way, if there are 
resources on your airship’s territory, you cannot spend 
those resources.

END-OF-GAME TERRITORIAL CONTROL: When alone on a territory 
at the end of a game, an airship does not control the 
territory (nor the resources on that territory). 
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TRANSPORTING RESOURCES OR WORKERS
Each aggressive airship tile features the ability to 
transport either up to 3 resources or up to 2 workers. This 
ability is constant—it applies to all airships, even if the 
written ability isn’t being used.

This operates the same as how other units in the game can 
pick up and drop off resources (or how mechs transport 
workers): before, during, or after movement—it’s always 
part of the Move action. The exception is that the tokens 
are placed on the airship miniature.

TRANSPORTING RESOURCES: Resources 
remain under your control on 
the airship until you spend them 
or choose to drop them on a 
territory (which you can do at any 
time while moving the airship). 
Resources on your airship count  
during end-game scoring.

TRANSPORTING WORKERS: A worker on an airship does not give 
you control of the airship’s territory—those workers can’t 
produce or trade on that territory, 
nor can opponents interact with 
those workers. In addition:

  DROPPING OFF WORKERS: Workers 
can only be dropped off on 
territories unoccupied by 
opponents.

  WORKERS TRANSPORTING RESOURCES: A worker picked up by an 
airship cannot transport resources onto the airship.

  ALBION (RALLY ABILITY): Albion can only use its Rally ability 
to move to a territory with Albion workers (or a Flag)—
the worker must be on the territory, not on an Airship.
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MOVEMENT
Like all units in Scythe, to move your airship, select the Move 
action and choose the airship as one of the units to move. 

CORE RULES 
RANGE: When moving your airship, you may 
move it up to the number of territories 
as indicated in the hex on the upper right 
of the passive airship tile (the “range”; 
this is the distance a unit can move). Remember that the 
standard movement rules in Scythe dictate that you must 
complete a unit’s movement before moving another unit.

RIVERS AND LAKES: Airships are not constrained by rivers or lakes. 

AIRSHIPS ON OPPONENT-CONTROLLED TERRITORIES: Airships can move 
freely onto and off of any territory (even territories 
controlled by opponents).

MULTIPLE AIRSHIPS ON THE SAME TERRITORY: Any number of airships 
can be on the same territory.

OTHER NOTES 
MECH ABILITIES: Airships do not benefit from mech abilities—
they are not mechs or characters.

OCCUPIED/UNOCCUPIED: These terms, which are used on several 
airship tiles, refer to the presence of units (or the lack 
thereof). If a territory has at least 1 unit (a worker, a 
character, or a mech) on it, it is “occupied.”

FACTORY CARD: If you choose to use the Move action of a Factory 
card for your airship, the airship’s range is increased by +1.

HOME BASE: Airships may not move onto home bases.

TUNNELS AND MINES: Airships may not move through tunnels 
or mines. 

COMBAT: Having an airship on a combat territory does not 
increase the number of combat cards you may play.

TRAPS: Airships do not trigger Traps (a mechanism in 
Invaders from Afar).

BLITZKRIEG: This aggressive ability allows combat to happen 
between 2 airships. The winner gains a star as usual. It is 
the only time an airship can retreat (other units on the 
territory do not engage or retreat).

ADVANCED VARIANT 
Instead of all airships sharing the same two abilities, deal 1 
aggressive airship tile and 1 passive airship tile to each player. The 
combination of those abilities applies only to each player’s airship. 
We generally recommend against doing this, particularly in games 
with 4+ players, as it’s a lot of information to keep track of.

RANGE
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RESOLUTION MODULE 

The resolution module changes the 
way a game of Scythe ends. If you play 
with this module, ignore the standard 
end-game trigger (when a player 
places their 6th star, everything stops 
and the game ends). Instead, the 
resolution tile for the current game 
will determine when and how the 
game ends.

SETUP: Shuffle the resolution tiles, 
randomly select 1 tile, read it out 
loud, and place it face-up near the Triumph Track. This 
resolution tile applies to all players for the current game.

STARS: Some resolution tiles allow players to place stars on 
the tiles, on objective cards, etc—these still count for end-
game scoring as if they are on the Triumph Track. You can 
never place more than 6 stars. However, it is now possible, 
with certain resolution tiles, for multiple players to have  
6 stars.

TAKING ACTIONS FOR COINS: This is in the original rulebook, but 
it is particularly applicable with the resolution module. 
Even after you “complete” a bottom-row action (e.g., you’ve 
deployed all 4 of your mechs), on future turns when you 
choose that section of the player mat, you may still pay the 
cost of the bottom-row action to gain the coin benefit (and 
the recruit ongoing bonus, if applicable). You may not take 
any action more than once per turn.

NOTE: You may find that there is a certain resolution tile that 
meshes with your gaming group more than any other. If 
so, you can choose that tile every game instead of randomly 
selecting one.
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ERRATA AND VARIANTS 

Scythe has some minor errata and a few recommended 
variants that you may not be familiar with. This information 
and more is available on the Stonemaier Games website 
(stonemaiergames.com/games/scythe/faq-scythe/), but 
here’s a quick recap:

FORCING WORKERS TO RETREAT: The first two sentences on the right 
column of page 11 in the core-game rules (Moving into 
Opponent-Controlled Territories/Controlled by Workers) 
should read, “If your character or mech move into a territory 
controlled by an opponent’s workers (and no other units), its 
movement ends (even if you have a mech ability that would 
allow it to move further). Each of the opponent’s workers on 
that territory immediately retreats to their faction’s home 
base, leaving behind any resource tokens.”

This reflects the original intention of the rule, which allows 
a player to move a character/mech into a territory containing 
opponent worker(s), force those worker(s) to retreat, and 
then move a different unit through that territory.

COMPLETING OBJECTIVE CARDS: There was some ambiguity in the original 
rules about exactly when on your turn you could complete 
an objective. Usually the timing doesn’t matter, but for a few 
cards it does. So we clarified the timing as follows: “You may 
reveal a completed objective card during your own turn before 
or after you complete a top- or bottom-row action.” Basically, 
you can’t complete an objective in the middle of an action.

RUSVIET VARIANT: You may have noticed that the Rusviet faction is 
pretty powerful. Our extensive blind playtesting process did 
not reveal them to be overpowered, but your experience may 
be different. If so, we recommend that the Rusviet faction 
ability of sequential turns with repeated actions cannot be used 
on a Factory card (particularly in 2-3 player games where the 
encounter-per-player ratio is higher). Also, the Rusviet faction 
should never be paired with the Industrial player mat. 

PLAYER MAT ORDER VARIANT: The starting resources on the player 
mats are staggered based on two factors (both of which have a 
very minor impact on the game): One, player order. Two, the 
playtest data for each individual mat (which shifted around in 
terms of numerical order during playtesting). So even if the 
#5 mat is in the second position in clockwise order, part of the 
balance of that mat’s starting resources is that the #5 player mat 
appeared to be ever so slightly weaker than the others during 
the blind playtest process.

Overall, though, the impact on the game is very, very small. 
However, if it better suits your group, you may deal out the 
mats clockwise by number.
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WANT TO WATCH A HOW-TO-PLAY VIDEO?  
Go to stonemaiergames.com/games/scythe/videos

WANT THE RULES IN ANOTHER LANGUAGE?  
Download rules and guides in dozens of languages at 

stonemaiergames.com/games/scythe/rules-and-print-play

HAVE A QUESTION WHILE PLAYING?  
Tweet it to @stonemaiergames with the hashtag #scythe, 

post it on the Scythe Facebook group, or ask it on 
BoardGameGeek

NEED A REPLACEMENT PART?  
Request it at stonemaiergames.com/replacement-parts

WANT TO STAY IN TOUCH?  
Subscribe to monthly updates at  

stonemaiergames.com/e-newsletter
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